In this paper we study some foundational aspects of the theory of PDL. We prove a claim made by Parikh 12], namely, the existence of a Kripke model U that is universal in the sense that every other Kripke model M can be isomorphically embedded in it. Using this model we give di erent and particularly easy proofs of the Completeness Theorem for the Segerberg axiomatization of PDL and the Small Model Theorem. We also give an in nitary axiomatization for PDL and prove it complete using a syntax model A, by a technique that is well-known from Modal Logic. We prove that U and A are isomorphic.
Introduction
Logics of Programs are formal systems for reasoning about the behavior of computer programs. In these formal systems, computer programs are viewed as a means to enable certain logical formulae. The formulae may be propositional or rst order, giving rise to propositional and rst order program logics, respectively. Pratt 13] recognized the possibility of modeling program logics by means of Modal Logic. His idea was fully developed by Fischer and Ladner 3] and many other authors; see Harel 6] for a rather complete survey of results up to 1984. If we view a program to be de ned by its input/output (or before/after) behavior then Modal Logic provides a natural framework in which we can develop a program logic. Each program is associated its \own" modal operator , or h i. For a propositional program logic we can take a set of primitive programs and rules that determine how more complex programs can be built. With each rule we can de ne how the modal operator for the more complex program relates to the modal operators of the building blocks. In this approach the modal operators for the primitive programs are parameters. See Goldblatt 4] for an introduction to Modal Logic and its connection with logics of programs. In this paper, we focus attention on a propositional program logic, namely Propositional Dynamic Logic or PDL in short. In PDL programs are regular expressions over a set of primitive programs; in particular, there is a nondeterministic looping operator ? for programs. In the PDL framework, programs can enable propositions by means of a possibility operator . Thus, when is a program and is a proposition, states \program can terminate with holding upon termination". We will write h i instead of , as is common in PDL. In this paper we study some foundational aspects of the syntax and semantics of PDL and focus attention on the consequences of introducing the looping operator ?. In a way, we argue that looping is inherently in nitary, thus giving rise to an in nitary axiomatization. The argument is split in two major parts, outlined below. The logic is interpreted over Kripke models and we will prove the existence of a Kripke model U that is universal in the sense that every other Kripke model M can be isomorphically embedded in it. In this we prove a claim of Parikh 12] . The model U also appears to be a powerful tool in the study of the logic. We give two applications. First, Segerberg gave an axiomatization for the logic that is sound and complete, i.e., validity and derivability coincide (c.f. 10]). We give another proof of the completeness of the system using the model U, which is particularly easy. Secondly, we prove the corectness of the construction of a Small Model satisfying a formula i is satis able as given by Sherman and Harel 6, 16] . Again, the proof uses the model U and is particularly straightforward. Next, we de ne an in nitary axiomatization for PDL that we prove complete using a technique that is well-known from Modal Logic (see 4]), namely, by constructing a syntax model A for the logic. The state space of A constists precisely of the set of all maximal consistent sets of formulae. As a rather immediate consequence we deduce that U = A. This in nitary system can be viewed as the propositional variant of the in nitary axiomatization for rst-order Dynamic Logic 4, 6, 11] . We also show that we can use this technique to de ne a syntax model from the nitary Segerberg system which is universal in the class of non-standard Kripke models.
In the last section we brie y introduce Dynamic Algebras and ?-continuous Dynamic Algebras. Each Kripke model M is associated a characteristic Dynamic Algebra M. We show the algebra U to be initial in the class of ?-continuous Dynamic Algebras.
Preliminaries
In this section we review the syntax and semantics of PDL. For a more detailed treatment, see Harel 6] Proof.
Clauses (1) and (2) Proof. ( ; ) = ( ) ( ) R( ) R( ). Now, R( ) R( ) = f(s; t) j 9u:((s; u) 2 R( )^(u; t) 2 R( ))g Let (s; t) 2 R( ) R( ). Then, for each , t =) s h ih i hence (s; t) 2 R( ; ) and R( ) R( ) R( ; ). 
Applications
In this section we prove the completeness of the system AX and the correctness of a construction for a Small Model using the Universal Model U.
Completeness of AX
To prove completeness of AX we adapt the Lindenbaum construction 1] to PDL: We impose a Boolean algebra structure on the state space W U of U.
With each proposition we associate the set of states that satisfy : j j = fs 2 W j s g: Let P be the set of all such j j. We de ne a partial ordering 6 on P: j j 6 j j i ` ! :
Lemma 4.1 B = hP; 6i is a complemented distributive lattice, that is, a
Boolean algebra.
Proof.
By propositional reasoning we havè ! truè false ! for all propositions . Hence we can take jtruej = 1 and jfalsej = 0 in B. Let j j 2 P. Then its complement, j j c , is de ned as: j j c = fs j s g c = fs j s 6 g = fs j s : g = j: j and j: j 2 P. Let j j; j j 2 P. Then: j j \ j j = fs j s g \ fs j s g = fs j s ^s g = fs j s ^ g = j ^ j Hence j j \ j j 2 P. By propositional reasoning, ( ^ ) ! and`( ^ ) ! .
Hence j ^ j is a lower bound for fj j; j jg. Suppose j j is a lower bound too. Then` ! and` ! . Hence` ! ( ^ ). This shows that j ^ j is the greatest lower bound, i.e. the in mum of fj j; j jg. Similarly, j _ j is the supremum of fj j; j jg. Thus B is a lattice. Let j j; j j; j j 2 P. Then j( ^ ) _ j 2 P and becausè
we get from the Soundness Theorem, j( ^ ) _ j = j( _ )^( _ )j: This shows that B is a complemented distributive lattice. 1. Let j j = 1. Then for each j j 2 P, j j 6 j j. Hence, for each j j, ! . Choose so that` , then , by modus ponens,` . Conversely, suppose` . Then, for each ,` ! . Hence, for each , j j 6 j j, so j j = 1 in B. Proof.
The proof proceeds by simultaneous induction on the structure of in (1) and the structure of in (2 
We de ne a derivation in AX 1 to be a countable sequence of well-formed formulae, each of which is either an instance of an axiom or the conclusion of an inference rule whose premisses occur earlier in the sequence. The last formula in the sequence is called the conclusion of the derivation and any formula for which such a derivation exists is called derivable or provable and we write`1 .
From the Soundness Theorem for AX, we immediately get a Soundness Theorem for AX 1 . We give some useful lemmas. Proof.
Suppose that f g`1 . Let = f 0 j `1 ! 0 g
We will show that is a theory containing f g. Since 0 ! ( ! 0 ) is a tautology, 0 2 in case 0 2 or`1 0 . Since ! is a tautology, 2 . Hence f g .
From the tautology
we deduce that is closed under modus ponens. Finally, suppose that f 1 ! ; n ] 2 j n < !g : From the assumption we can deduce, using the 1- In a way we might view this relaxation as a means to \compactify" the logic: the set ? from Theorem 6.1 is satis able in a non-standard model. In non-standard models the set ( ? ) is simply larger than in standard models. Note that the in nitary system is not complete with respect to these models.
Dynamic Algebras
In this section we introduce the notion of Dynamic Algebras 8, 9, 15] and study the relationship between these algebras and Kripke models. Dynamic algebras were introduced by Kozen 8, 9] and Pratt 15 ] to give PDL a more algebraic interpretation, in much the same way as Boolean algebras give an interpretation for propositional logic.
A dynamic algebra is a two-sorted algebra D = (K; B; ) where K is a Kleene or relational algebra and B is a Boolean algebra, for which a scalar multiplication : K B 7 ! B is de ned. The basic operators for the Boolean algebra are^, _ and :; the operators for the Kleene algebra are ;, and ?. The j j = fs j M; s g Denote the set of all such subsets j j by j j M . Similary, with every 2 we associate the function j j de ned by:
hj jij j = jh i j Denote the set of all such functions j j by j j M . We let M = (j j M ; j j M ; ). f is clearly surjective. f is injective as well: U j j 6 = j j () U 2 $ () 0 1 $ () I 2 = () I 6 = Finally, by Lemma 7.1, f is a homomorphism.
